BRING VISIBILITY TO YOUR ASSETS

Quality asset management means instilling confidence that your assets are always accounted for. Whether you are looking for a tool to manage asset consumption during events or just need something to manage day-to-day activities, Salamander has it all. Manage your equipment database from anywhere and TRACK assets that are issued, turned-in, and consumed with Salamander’s interoperable INVENTORY APP. Ensure that your assets are properly maintained and reported on from within the ASSET MANAGEMENT equipment database through SalamanderLive™.

ASSET MANAGEMENT:

Asset Import
Need to import an existing equipment database? No problem. Importing with Salamander is fast and easy.

Reporting
Splice and dice your asset data however you need it: Asset location, alert/maintenance status, physical scans, and more.

Asset Alerts
Set alerts as a reminder to complete tasks. Have specific employees subscribe to receive alerts. Mark alerts as completed to log the task completion and review any outstanding or overdue alerts in the dashboard.

INVENTORY APP:

Issue Inventory
Losing assets is expensive! From the mobile app, track all of the equipment that’s issued during an event or for day-to-day use. Whether it’s consumables or fixed assets, know who has what.

Return Inventory
Fixed assets can be returned by scanning the equipment TAG. When fixed assets are returned, the status of that asset is updated and reflected in SalamanderLive.

Adjust / Audit Inventory
Scan an equipment TAG and adjust the quantity (consumable assets only), status, add comments, and capture an image using your device’s camera. Each scan records a physical scan action, regardless if any changes are made or not, tracking a history of your assets over time.

RECOMMENDED HARDWARE & SUPPLIES

Salamander recommends our Asset Hardware Kit to be used in conjunction with Salamander ASSET MANAGEMENT software. Sourcing hardware and supplies from Salamander ensures your comprehensive asset solution is correctly configured and fully supported. Contact your sales representative for more information.
Equipment Profile / Alerts
SalamanderLive interface where your assets are stored.

Asset Menu
Main menu on a mobile device.

Issue Inventory
Example of preparing the asset cart for issuance on a tablet.

People Cart
People cart example on a mobile device prior to issuing.